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WebWork Tracker is a Windows app that helps you keep track of your team's web-based
activity. It monitors your employees' Web browser activity, and it is able to automatically
track when they use certain software or websites, and the number of pages they view and
the number of times they exit the browser. This way, you can easily manage your team's
activity and ensure they're doing their job. It has some powerful features that allow you
to monitor and report on your employees' activity. Key features: - Automatic capture of

all your employees' web traffic and activity. - Fully customizable reports - you can create
whatever report you need. - Tracks when and where your team members access your
sites. - Tracks the total number of pages they view. - Ability to view the number of

browser visits your team members made. - Listed in a table, the number of times each
employee exited their browser. - Listed in a table, the number of sites visited for each
employee. - Listed in a table, the total number of days each employee was logged into
the browser. - Ability to create custom reports for your needs. First and foremost, it is

important to realize that the software is not an anti-malware tool. Rather, Anti-Malware
Booster is a software utility that will help you diagnose and cure malware infections on
your system. This means that it can prevent threats from spreading and infecting your
system and stop malicious software from sneaking into your PC. That said, the utility

boasts robust malware removal features that are based on the engine provided by
antivirus program experts. As opposed to other PC cleaner tools that focus on cleaning

the registry and browser cache, Anti-Malware Booster makes use of a wide array of
additional cleanup options that are designed to speed up the infection removal process

and make it more efficient. Key Features: - Remove browser extensions. - Remove
browser cookies. - Remove browser cache. - Remove history. - Remove open files. -
Remove open/clicked files. - Remove temporary files. - Remove document files. -

Remove cookies. - Remove favorites. - Remove feeds. - Remove QuickTabs. - Remove
temporary Internet files. - Remove cache files. - Remove temporary Internet files. -

Remove all ActiveX controls. - Remove proxy and FTP client settings. - Remove web
shortcuts. - Remove Java Script. - Remove Toolbars.
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WebWork Tracker is an excellent tool for tracking the activity of your employees. It can
not only monitor the amount of emails, browser and instant messaging usage, but also
whether employees access their company network at all. The following features make the
software ideal for all kinds of businesses: - Automatically generate detailed reports in
Excel, which you can download for free as PDF or XLS, - Monitor email usage and IP
addresses of your employees, - Log IP address, browser type, referring URL and
referring page, - Monitor the total number of employees, - Generate detailed reports in
Excel, - Manage custom settings for tracking, - Generate Screenshots of specific
windows at specific intervals, - Monitor the activity of your employees in real time. It is
easily configurable and can also be used in conjunction with other monitoring tools such
as CheckPoint or BT Guard. This flexible software offers all essential features for
monitoring employee usage and activity with full support for additional third-party
applications. Take a look at the product’s main features: - Automatically generate
detailed reports in Excel, which you can download for free as PDF or XLS, - Monitor
email usage and IP addresses of your employees, - Log IP address, browser type,
referring URL and referring page, - Monitor the total number of employees, - Generate
detailed reports in Excel, - Manage custom settings for tracking, - Generate Screenshots
of specific windows at specific intervals, - Monitor the activity of your employees in real
time. It is easily configurable and can also be used in conjunction with other monitoring
tools such as CheckPoint or BT Guard. This flexible software offers all essential features
for monitoring employee usage and activity with full support for additional third-party
applications. Web-based interface for the administration of your CMS or E-learning
system. The software is extremely easy to use and helps you to get a detailed overview of
your CMS or E-learning system even if you do not have extensive knowledge of website
development. The following features make the software ideal for all kinds of businesses:
- Store user-specific settings in a central database, - Manage password-protected users
with a specific level of access, - Generate detailed reports in Excel, which you can
download for free as PDF or XLS, - Monitor email usage and IP addresses of your
employees, - Log IP address, browser type,

What's New In WebWork Tracker?

WebWork Tracker is an app that helps you keep an eye on the work-related activity of
your employees, with the option to record their online activity, keystrokes, number of
mouse clicks and screenshots. It also offers you an easy-to-use web-based user interface
to view a complete and detailed report of employee activity and screenshots, as well as
an option to automatically export reports to Excel spreadsheets, which is the ideal choice
for report generation. At the same time, this innovative software provides the maximum
possible user-friendliness, allowing you to directly access a dedicated management
dashboard, as well as a set of useful and helpful features, such as automatic snapshot
backups or the possibility to exclude certain items from recording in order to reduce the
number of extra clicks. Key features: - Record the activity of your employees using
screenshots and keystrokes - A built-in management dashboard and Report Generator -
A high level of user-friendliness with a Java-based app with no specific requirements -
The possibility to exclude certain items from recording - The possibility to export reports
to Excel spreadsheets - Support for automatic snapshot backups - A dedicated dashboard
for accessing, viewing, and managing the app's features and data - Includes a web-based
interface to view and export reports to Excel spreadsheets - Easy-to-use and helpfully
named features such as Screenshot Generator, Screenshot Search or Screen Capture
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Exclusion - Supports the maximum number of screen capture options - A helpful list of
all currently recorded snapshots to give you an idea about the performance of the app -
Taskbar integration - All reported activities are grouped by Project ID, Employee ID,
Company ID, Department ID or Activity ID - Exclude certain activities or items from
recording - Support for chat history - Support for all standard Linux, Mac OS X and
Windows operating systems - Support for all popular web browsers (Chrome, Firefox,
Safari, Internet Explorer, Opera) - Support for Microsoft Office 2007 or higher -
Support for Java - Support for PowerPoint, Open Office and other common office
software What's New in Version 1.1.0.0: - Bugfixes, optimizations, enhancements and
other minor improvements Version 1.1.0.0 is now available! In addition to the many
bugfixes, the changes in the new version include: - Bugfixes, optimizations,
enhancements and other minor improvements What's new in this version: Version 1.1.0.0
is now available! In addition to the many bugfixes, the changes in the new version
include: - Bugfixes, optimizations, enhancements and other minor improvements Version
1.1.0.0 is now available! In addition to the many bugfixes, the changes in the new version
include: - Bugfixes, optimizations, enhancements and other minor
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System Requirements For WebWork Tracker:

Minimum: CPU: Intel® Core™ i5-3470 Intel® Core™ i5-3470 CPU: Dual Core Dual
Core RAM: 6GB 6GB RAM: 1.5GB Video Card: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 560
NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 560 CPU: Dual Core 6GB RAM: 1.5GB OS: Windows® 7
SP1, 8.1 Windows® 7 SP1, 8.1 Space Visualiser: Intel® Core™
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